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TENSIONS IN STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS FOR A SWEDISH FOOTBALL CLUB – A CASE STUDY

Sven Junghagen, PhD

Dept of Management, Politics and Philosophy,
Copenhagen Business School, Denmark

ABSTRACT
Swedish Football is an industry not yet being as commercial as the big leagues and is regulated in terms of ownership of clubs. This implies a need for management of stakeholder relations for a Swedish football club. This paper identifies important stakeholders in Swedish football and discusses the multitude of – sometimes conflicting – objectives in managing these relations. The empirical base of the study is founded in a case study of Malmö FF, one of the dominant clubs in Sweden, with a qualitative single case research approach. Data is collected by means of semi-structured interviews and participant observations. The results of the study show a number of tensions as paradoxes for stakeholder management, suggest management dispositions to reconcile these paradoxes and suggest areas for further research.
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary football (soccer) in the postmodern era builds on the logic of a multimillion industry where football has become big business involving the conventional business strategies traditionally used by corporations. There is, however, an important difference between football clubs and traditional private sector corporations that has to be acknowledged. For most stakeholders, the position in the league at the end of the season is the main indicator of success, not the financial performance. This leads to a need to find a balance between the shareholder and the stakeholder perspective in management of football clubs. Even though professional football in the postmodern era is turning an increased focus towards the shareholder perspective, it is utterly important to maintain a strong focus on
stakeholders, where supporters and the local community may be the most important ones to maintain the viability of a football club.

This paper will account for a study in the Swedish context, where the stakeholder perspective becomes even more relevant for two major reasons: The relatively limited commercial strength of the top tier league Allsvenskan, and the governance structure due to Swedish regulations. In comparison to the aggregate revenue of the top 20 clubs in Europe amounting to €5.4 billion\(^6\), the 16 clubs in Allsvenskan only generate an aggregate revenue of approximately €150 million\(^6\). Since professional football clubs in Sweden are ‘owned’ by members, which will be further elaborated on later in this paper in the section ‘Supporters and Members’, there is an even stronger incentive for a focus on stakeholders. This implies that the balance between shareholder and stakeholder perspective could be significantly different in Sweden than in the big European leagues, which makes the Swedish case interesting to discuss.

This paper takes a single-case study approach of Malmö FF to explore the relations between a club and its stakeholders. The relevance of Sweden as a case has been argued for above, and the reasons for choosing Malmö FF as a case will be presented later. The overall approach of the study is inspired by Friedman, Parent and Mason\(^8\), being an empirical study especially focusing on the following dimensions:

- Defining the stakeholders;
- Examining organisation-stakeholder relationships;
- Defining issues;
- Defining potential responses.

There are, however, certain limitations to this approach. When defining issues to be solved, it will be shown that problems are interconnected to other problems and their solutions, which implies that in this complex stakeholder situation, problems are wicked\(^9\). Therefore, it will be shown that relations to individual stakeholders cannot be managed separately, but are interconnected and should be treated accordingly.

**Stakeholders in the Swedish Football Landscape**

This section will set the scene for the coming discussions by defining the Swedish football landscape, with the different stakeholders influencing performance of clubs. The football club itself and the other clubs constitute the competition in the football landscape. In a world where it is all about the sports competition, collaboration is not necessarily needed, but in a world were football is so much more than the game itself collaboration comes more natural. One could make a claim that in an industry where football is becoming more and more a total experience and entertainment industry, what is good for football in general is good for all individual clubs.
Since the scope of this paper is to discuss the business of football rather than the aspect of competitive sports, competing clubs will not be addressed. Furthermore, there are a number of associations, which indirectly influence the manoeuvrability for an individual club, e.g. FIFA, UEFA, SvFF (The Swedish Football Association), and SFSU (Swedish Football Supporters United). These associations will also be excluded from the discussion; the focus will instead be on stakeholders having a more direct influence on the operations of a club. In an international context, the role of the owner and other business interests would be a natural component of a stakeholder analysis. However, in the Swedish context, these discussions become obsolete given the aforementioned regulations for membership based sport clubs. These regulations are seen as a major barrier to commercialisation of football in Sweden, since a club cannot be bought by rich investors.

**Supporters and Members**

As was argued in the introduction to this paper, one of the most important stakeholders is the supporter – or the fan. One could of course argue that members and supporters constitute two different stakeholder groups, but the difference between the groups lies mainly in the voting power of members and this difference will also be discussed hereunder. However, since members are also assumed to be supporters of the club, members and supporters will be treated as one stakeholder group.

As suggested by e.g. Mullin, Hardy and Sutton \(^{10}\), the football consumer market is not one homogeneous mass displaying identical consumer behaviour, but rather like any other consumer market where segmentation and classification of consumers is important. Hunt et.al.\(^{11}\) propose a classification of sports fans into the following categories: ‘Temporary’, supporters that have a time limited affection to a certain club due to e.g. a certain player on the team; ‘local’, supporters of a club because of the identification with a geographical area; ‘devoted’, this supporter is not constrained by time and place; ‘fanatical’, whose behaviour goes a step beyond the one expressed by the devoted fan, but still socially accepted; and ‘dysfunctional’, supporters that see being a fan as the primary method to identify his or her self to others and to his or her own self. The difference to devoted and fanatical fans is not the fan-like behaviour, but to the degree the behaviour is deviant, disruptive and anti-social. Tapp and Clowes\(^{12}\) suggest a classification into the following three categories: ‘Fanatics’, supporters whose self-image is very much related to football or the club, chanting for 90 minutes; ‘regulars’, supporters regularly attending matches but not actively supporting the team; and ‘casuals’, event consumers who attends football for the sheer entertainment of football and the total experience at the stadium.
The commitment and the consumer involvement of the these categories can range from the club being the way the active supporter expresses his or her identity to the entertainment consumer who is not so interested in the outcome of a match, but rather the total experience. This total experience is created not only by football event on the pitch, but also by the fanatic supporters, hence becoming customers and co-creators of the same event\textsuperscript{13}. Other factors that attract the non-fanatic spectators are the uncertainty of the outcome of the match\textsuperscript{14}, the form of the team, and the attractiveness of the opponent team\textsuperscript{15}. Cross and Henderson\textsuperscript{16} further claim that events during match day do not affect gate takings, which is counter argued by Van Uden\textsuperscript{17}, who presents the idea of the football club as a ‘total experience’ entertainment company managing the experience not directly related to the event on the pitch. This is further supported by Biscaia, Correia, Rosado, Maroco and Ross\textsuperscript{18} that present a study of hedonistic behaviour in relation to the total event on match day.

In all of the above presented spectator categories, one will find members of the club as well as non-members, giving the individual an ownership status on top of the consumer status, which in turn adds complexity in the relations of the club. There are regulated conditions for the ownership of a professional football club in Sweden, which have an impact on the manoeuvrability of the club. A membership based club has the right to transform itself into a publically listed company, but with the limitation that at least 51% of the voting rights have to be allocated to the membership based club, to protect the interests of club members. The positive effect of this rule is that the traditions of a club and its anchorage among the member population are ensured. The negative effect is that the attractiveness for financially powerful investors is claimed to be reduced, since a strong investor typically wants a clear and concise decision power to come with the investment\textsuperscript{19}.

**Media**

A substantial part of the revenue stream of a club comes from TV broadcasted matches. The distribution model for revenues based on TV rights differs from country to country, but in Sweden the model is flat, meaning that the distribution of revenue from TV rights to the individual club is not significantly affected by team success, spectator interests, or other differentiators\textsuperscript{20}. It was shown that the overall revenue was distributed as TV revenues 22\%, Gate takings 35\%, and Commercial revenues 43\%. There are of course variations among the different clubs in the study, but it shows that 65\% of the revenue stream for the average Swedish professional football club is generated by TV revenues and commercial revenues.

An increased exposure in media does have a positive effect on the brand equity of the clubs but there is not just a local and domestic competition for fandom, but also a strong global competition. Given the
globalisation of television and a highly frequent exposure of dominant clubs with iconic international star players, clubs are not just competing with the local rivals, but with international clubs for fandom. Furthermore, the emergence and convergence of new media have led to an obsolescence of both social contexts and concepts of location in supporter traditions.

Apart from being an important part of the revenue stream for clubs, media also traditionally play an important role on forming opinions in the public. Print and broadcast media has previously been the dominant source for reports and analyses for a mass audience, but the media climate is also changing beyond the globalisation effects mentioned above. The emergence of Web 2.0 has changed the concept of media from having control over content from sender to receiver to being a situation where the interconnectedness enables a situation where content is co-created in interaction between senders and audience. Social media and online communities are playing an increasingly important role for the sociocultural factors surrounding professional football, which leads to a complex definition of media as a stakeholder. Media-Supporter relations have changed radically, especially for supporters with high involvement, where traditional mass media play a subordinate role in relation to new online media. In Sweden, a social media platform called Svenskafans.com has gained significant popularity among supporters and is an important forum for information and debates both in and out of season.

**Sponsors**

The relation to sponsors is important for a club in terms of revenue streams. It has been estimated that the average Swedish premier club gets as much as 28% of the operating income from sponsors, which makes it the most important source for operating income.

Sponsorship objectives are manifold, but the most common objective is to raise brand awareness among consumers. However, non-consumers are also often targets, including employees, channel members, community, and even competitors with the aim to block the opportunity for a competitor to sponsor.

A very typical way of claiming value for sponsors in Swedish football is to offer exposure on the team shirts, which often leading to a high number of visible sponsors. However, this is a quite harmful path to follow since it has a negative effect on club image and wasteful for the individual sponsors. Exposure on match day has a positive effect on sponsor brand loyalty, but it seems like it is quite important to strive for a balance between the number of sponsors and the potential turnover when attracting sponsors. Several studies have shown that the typical shirt sponsor programme is based on the expectation on short term returns. Short term transactions however rarely lead to success, but rather the long term relationship where interactions and commitment even stretches beyond the
context of the sponsorship. It has also been shown that investments in more complex sponsor programmes, such as platinum and gold sponsorships, do lead to higher levels of brand awareness effects. Regardless of what is the actual effect of a sponsorship, the club has to take the perception of the sponsor into account. Henseler, Wilson and Westberg have proposed a sponsorship index consisting of six components which affect sponsor companies’ perception of the positive effect on brand equity:

1. The level of brand exposure;
2. The amount of coverage;
3. The club’s quality;
4. The advertising opportunities the sponsor receives;
5. Certain privileges granted to the sponsor; and
6. The exclusivity given to the sponsor.

However, the club-sponsor relation is not just about trying to maximise financial transaction, but also to understand non-financial effects. Sponsorship programmes does not necessarily just lead to positive effects, it has been shown that a main sponsor of one club risk to experience a harmful effect on brand equity among rival supporters. The passion for a club can definitely translate into loyalty for a sponsor brand. This relation between commitment to the club and the orientation towards brands sponsoring the club has also been shown by Shaw and MacDonald, which in turn implies that a successful relationship to sponsors is also very dependent to a successful management of the relation to committed supporters.

**Community**

As for basically all organisations in all industries, social responsibility has become an issue for football clubs and associations. In the business literature, two main schools of thought can be identified. On the one hand, taking responsibility could be seen as a means to gain competitive advantage and on the other hand, responsibility could be seen as something which is done because it is the right thing to do without ulterior motives. Studies have shown that an active engagement in CSR projects do affect the overall performance of clubs positively. It has further been concluded that an active involvement in community activities has a positive effect on the relation to all stakeholders of a club.

One could always argue that football clubs always have taken a social responsibility in their own community, by e.g. organising sports activities for the youth population. However, social responsibility is not just about a public health project, but goes beyond this. There are e.g. substantial problems with hooliganism connected to the rivalry between professional...
clubs. This is not necessarily a problem for the clubs alone, or associations alone, but this is a community problem, where all involved actors must assume a responsibility. A certain phenomenon has, however, been identified. That is one of non-dysfunctional supporters that are to a certain extent seduced by the thrilling culture of hooligans and therefore do not oppose to their actions. These supporters have been labelled ‘hoolifans’.

**Mapping the Landscape**

Freeman and Reed propose an approach to stakeholder analysis, including a mapping of stakeholders in a ‘real world’ stakeholder grid. It builds on the notion that there are two dimensions: the stake or interest of a stakeholder, and the power of a stakeholder. Figure 1 summarises the discussion so far in a stakeholder grid for a Swedish football club.

![Figure 1. A Stakeholder Grid for a Swedish Football Club.](image)

The remains of this study will not address issues related to all different stakeholders, but will focus on the relationship with the stakeholders where the club has a potential to affect the relation itself, and where the stakeholder has an equity or economic stake, also defined as the ‘social network’ of a football club:

- Supporters and members;
- Media and sponsors;
- The surrounding community.

It has already been argued for viewing supporters and members as one group. The reason for grouping media and sponsors in a group together even though these two have different power bases is that these two constitute the main revenue stream which is not related to the expense of the individual football consumer.

The question is how a club can manage these relations with sometimes conflicting goals, in a way that the three goals of a football club are fulfilled?
The empirical findings presented in the remains of this study are based on three data collection methods:

- Secondary data sources; such as documentation, annual reports, club files, and press articles
- Semi structured interviews with key employees of Malmö FF
- Participative observation over a period of two years, 2011–2012.

Participative observation as a method can be problematic in terms of validity. In this case, where the author is part of one of the stakeholder groups – members and supporters – there is an obvious risk of being biased based on the personal frame of reference. In order to avoid this, participation has been as ‘observer as participant’, to combine involvement with a detachment in order to stay objective. In practice, this means that the author did not actively take part in debates in social media or other forums for interaction during the time period of data collection.

**Malmö FF – a brief introduction to the case**

Malmö FF (MFF) is one of the dominant football clubs in Swedish football and could be characterised as a ‘big club in a small league’, which makes it interesting for a case study. MFF was founded back in 1910 with football as the only sports discipline in the club. A number of other disciplines were later introduced, but as of today the club has again focused on football only. History is important as for most clubs. Malmö FF is traditionally the club for the working class. Throughout the years, a strong atomistic culture has been built up with a long-lived mantra of “it is us against all others”. In 1931, MFF took the step up to Allsvenskan and since then the club has only been relegated twice, in 1933 and 1999.

MFF is the most successful club in Sweden in terms of titles, with 19 league wins and 14 cup wins. The resulting mentality of the successful history is also reflected in the vision of the club:

> ‘MFF’s vision is to be the leading football club in the Nordic with recurring participation and success in the European tournaments by means of winner mentality, team spirit and professionalism’

Swedish professional football is a fairly young concept in comparison to other national leagues. MFF was the first club in Sweden introducing semi-professional players in the team back in 1989, which signals the pioneering spirit of the club in relation to the development of Swedish football.

In 2009, MFF opened a new partially owned stadium: Swedbank Stadion, or as it is called in international games: Malmö New Stadium. This marked a turning point for the club where professionalism should no longer just imbue internal operations, but also the relations to external stakeholders.
Stakeholder Relations for Malmö FF

The following section will account for specific findings in the case study exploring the relations between MFF and the above identified interesting stakeholder groups.

Supporters and Members

MFF has a deliberate disposition to the different categories of members and supporters, but it is not formalised in an explicit strategy. On match day, there are very specific categories of spectators, divided into the different sections of the stadium. With that said, the club is also quite aware of the risks with a too explicit segregation in terms of entry fees. Anyone paying a higher price for attending a match also has to perceive that he or she is receiving a higher value.

An important issue is to deal with the balance between the different categories of supporters. MFF has previously failed in the communication with the active supporters and has not been able to see how these supporters are not just spectators, but also co-producers of the event:

‘Some of our event consumers are actually attending matches, not mainly for the match itself but, to enjoy the atmosphere created by the active supporters’

MFF occasionally also adds on to the total experience at the stadium by means of add-on events in relation to matches. These activities have had a positive effect in relation to the casual supporter categories, but there are issues in relation to fanatics. A strong opinion has been observed among significant fanatics, who express scepticism about events that are not aligned with their traditional view of football.

In order to be able to handle the complex situation, MFF is now working on developing manuals and process descriptions for the treatment of members and supporters of different categories. Members do have a privileged status and there is a deliberate differentiation of information to different categories, but this is not formalised. A dialogue forum is established to continuously maintain the dialogue with the different formations of active supporters. All are part of the ‘MFF Family’ and all have voice and a saying. The club has become more humble in relation to the active supporters, with an increased understanding of engagement and a better ability to handle criticism as an effect.

The dialogue is not always without friction, though. Some measures taken by the club, induced by incidents during or around matches, are by fans considered to be unfair collective punishment leading to manifestations during matches and an intense debate in social media. The aim of the restrictions has been to maintain a higher level of safety for spectators or the surrounding community, but decisions regarding the responsibility have a flipside when it comes to the relation to supporters.
I am serious about the membership in Malmö FF! Us members, who are Malmö FF, can and will affect everything in our club. We do not want a couple of suits run the show when they couldn’t care less about us supporters. So make sure to make your voice heard, become a member in Malmö FF already now! Your voice and vote is important!  

Another dimension that has caught the attention of members and supporters is the financial performance of the club. MFF made a long term investment in the new stadium – Swedbank Stadion – which opened in 2009. These heavy investments put a financial constraint on the club the following years which in turn led to a stronger emphasis on the financial performance. This led to a lot of speculation on the balance between financial performance and the fact that MFF is a member based organisation taking part in the sports movement.

A final important issue is the general fandom. Even though it is claimed that everyone in Malmö has some kind of opinion about MFF, it is hard to compete even on a local level for the commitment of fans:

We do not just compete with other Swedish clubs for fandom, but rather with the larger international clubs from the big leagues in Europe. You see more Barca and Chelsea jerseys in schools than ours.

These fans of international clubs might attend MFF’s matches as regular supporters or event consumers but the lack of active support does have a negative consequence for the competitive parity of the MFF brand in relation to merchandise. There is an expressed hope that the community activities described further below might lead to positive effects in this aspect.

**Media and Sponsors**

The relations with media are certainly complex, since they constitute a source of revenue as well as a potential partner in brand building of the club. When it comes to the revenue generation, this is mainly tied to the TV/Pay TV fees. As stated above, MFF does not have control over neither the negotiation of fees, nor the distribution of revenue. These decisions are made on central level by the Swedish Football Association. MFF has one of the strongest brands in Swedish football, is among the top clubs in terms of match attendance, and generates more interest in broadcasted matches than most other clubs. Still, it is impossible for any club in Sweden to individually control revenue streams from media that are strongly connected to the brand equity of the club. If this would have been possible, a club like MFF would be able to affect the annual net profit substantially, which in turn would have quite positive effects on operations.

Media is furthermore a source of brand equity by means of non-paid public relations. Apart from the on-going reporting of results and reviews of matches, both print and broadcast media also produce editorial in-depth comments on clubs and football in general. In the 2011 season, with the
turbulence in relation to e.g. interrupt matches, media tended to focus more on the negative turbulence rather than the positive elements of football clubs.

'It seems like media is more interested in hooliganism and negative aspects of the supporter culture, rather than commenting on all the good things we accomplish, both for the club and society.'

This situation had the implication that e.g. gate takings declined during 2011, where the tendency was that especially the amount of event consumers was reduced.

An in-house study carried out by MFF over three years showed that as many as 75 per cent used the MFF website as their source of information before a match, while the use of mass media was much more limited, approximately 25 per cent for both print and broadcast media.

The journey towards a comprehensive sponsor strategy started in 1999, when MFF was relegated from Allsvenskan and were to play in the second league for the first time since 1933. The goal was clear; MFF should be back in the first league again immediately. In this process ‘The Network’ (Nätverket) was born, a number of local companies joining forces to strengthen the financial platform for the club to realise this goal. Many of the sponsors involved were joining in because of a strong emotional relation to the club, which was more or less symptomatic for all sponsors of the club. Malmö FF changed their sponsor strategy in relation to the opening of the new stadium in 2009.

'We are deliberately focusing on long term sponsorship and partner agreements, where sponsors make decisions with their brain rather than with their heart.'

Before this deliberate change, as many as 144 sponsors were exposed at the same time in the stadium. The new policy explicitly implies that maximum 16 sponsors are exposed in the stadium on match day, ranging from naming rights of the stadium to official partner status.

During the 2012 season, MFF did not have a kit sponsor, which was highly appreciated by many devoted fans seeing this as a manifestation of the traditional football ideals far away from the post-modernity of today’s football. The reality is that MFF overestimated the sponsor market and the premium price which could be charged in 2011, including exposure in UEFA Champions league and Europa League, was seen as too high for potential sponsors in 2012.

'We asked for approximately one million €, but I have now realised that it was overestimated and that the realistic price is around half a million €. We are to make efforts to sell it for 2013, but we are not to scrawl the shirts full with logos.'

An interesting observation about the 2011 kit sponsor is the colour of the logo. The sponsor’s logo is red, and in the first matches, the logo was printed on the sky blue shirts in red. This induced a lively debate in several
social media platforms, where the general opinion was that it was more or less a contamination of the shirts to have a large red logotype. After just a couple of games, the print logo was changed to white, which is seen as harmonising with the club’s sky blue and white colours.

**Community**

MFF is one of the strongest brands on a local and regional level. They therefore consider themselves to have a strong responsibility to engage in community issues. A strong ambition is to be not just the club of Malmö, but also the club of Scania, an administrative province in southern Sweden. One means to achieve a higher level of engagement outside Malmö is to play friendly matches and U21 matches in smaller towns around Scania. There is also a belief that a strong commitment in the local community can help prevent some of the negative aspects and social problems in relation to football fandom.

*As a membership based organisation, one could state that we have a community responsibility by default.*

One major social problem which is directly connected with professional football is hooliganism. It is not realistic to believe that MFF will be able to solve the different issues underlying this societal problem. One way to approach this is by inclusion, rather than exclusion. The problem is not just related to conflicts on match days, it is important to channel the strong engagement into a positive supporter culture together with other involved actors.

An example from the 2012 season was the prelude of the away derby against the regional rival Helsingborgs IF. This derby has in recent years been defiled by problems with hooliganism and perceived insecurity for the general public as a consequence. Police authorities required that transportation of MFF supporters to Helsingborg should be regulated to approve the event. MFF agreed to that in order for a MFF supporter to get access to the away team tribune, they had to travel to Helsingborg with certain mandatory busses going directly to the arena and they would not be allowed to mark their presence by means of a traditional march through Helsingborg city. This agreement caused a lot of turmoil among supporters and the club’s loyalty towards its supporters was questioned. After threats of boycott or filling the arena in the home team sections, a compromise was reached but a number of opinion makers among supporters still claimed that the trust between club and supporters was breached.

Apart from reactive responses to problems, MFF also engages in proactive social commitment. Previously, MFF has not communicated any social activities externally, with quite limited influence on the relationship with stakeholders. In 2010, a decision was made to organise all social activities in an overall programme: Himmelsblå Hand (A Skyblue Hand). The short-term expected results of the programme are mainly:
- A stronger visibility of the social commitment of MFF, and hence a positive influence on all stakeholder relations.
- A possibility to attract sponsors of social projects, who would otherwise not sponsor a football club.

In a long-term perspective the following expected effects are:

- Fostering and education will lead to reduced problems with hooliganism and the promotion of a more positive supporter culture.
- The MFF brand will be strengthened as a regional actor in the Scanian community.

Initially the programme has to be explicitly backed up by the MFF brand, but the ambition is that Himmelsblå Hand will be able to function as a stand-alone brand of the MFF portfolio in the future. Any kind of measure to determine effects of social projects and initiatives would be highly subjective, and as for many other organisations, it is hard to determine the outcome of CSR, but it is still done.

**Conclusive Discussion**

So far, the following parts of the Friedman, Parent and Mason framework have been completed: Defining the stakeholders; and examining organisation-stakeholder relationships. When it comes to defining issues, it is unavoidable to first mention a stakeholder, around whom a lot of the above accounted for observations revolve: The supporter. Supporters have been defined as maybe the most important stakeholder, and without the strong interest for football, devotion to clubs and iconic players, football would not be what it is today.

However, the relation to supporters is highly interdependent on relations to other stakeholders. Sponsors expect to achieve brand equity effects rather than just contributing to a club based on affection. It has been shown that there are indeed positive effects to gain, especially among highly committed supporters. The actual effect in the customer group which is not as committed to the club, e.g. the casual supporter, is however not as clear. The question is then how the club reacts to non-acceptable behaviour among dysfunctional supporters who in fact often are part of the fanatic supporter category who also contributes to the production of the total experience at the stadium. Media often report about the negative aspects of supporters and the question is to what extent sponsors are willing to associate their brand with a club having problems with dysfunctional supporters. On the other hand, if the club takes an active stand against certain expressions for supporting the club, this can create a distance
between the club and its supporters, which in turn might have a negative effect for sponsors as well.

As was stated, MFF is trying to establish sponsorship agreements that do not just build on emotional appeals but is more driven by a business rationale. It is important to point out in the Swedish context that is crucial to establish a proper balance between the two. According to international studies, a solid long term relationship with sponsors does not focus on the transactional elements, and classic business logic. However, these studies are typically based on findings from the top leagues in Europe, where the solid exposure and brand effects for a sponsor are more evident. In Sweden, clubs cannot claim the same level of natural effect and hence they need to establish relationships with sponsors that are driven by transactional claims as well as emotional claims. The collaboration with PUMA is a good example, where a long term kit supplier agreement has led to the collaboration in the MFF Shop, a combination of a merchandise shop and a PUMA shop.

On the other hand, it has been hard to establish a long term sponsor relation for the kit sponsorship. The sponsor of the 2011 season chose not to continue the commitment for 2012. This could tentatively be explained by a less favourable cost-benefit-ratio in a season without international exposure, but it certainly highlights the necessity to establish the long term relation to eliminate short term financial vulnerability for the club.

**IMPLICATIONS**

The final part of the empirical study of stakeholders involves a definition of potential responses to the issues. As it has been shown, a professional football club is confronted with a number of different stakeholders, and a quite complex set of relationships. Minoja suggests an ambidextrous approach to stakeholder management, where he identifies three important dichotomies in the decision regarding taking a stakeholder’s interests into account:

- ‘whether’ – yes or no
- ‘when’ – long term or short term
- ‘how’ – customised or standardised

However, this normative statement relates to a traditional business setting where the conflict between the stakeholder and shareholder value is more evident than in the case of football clubs.

In the complex landscape of stakeholder relations, there are a number of conflicting interests in the creation of stakeholder value as well, which can be seen as tensions in stakeholder management. Even though there are strong limitations in terms of generalizability in a single case study like this, there are still some important tensions that can be identified. The question
club management has to ask itself is how to deal with a tension when being confronted with two diverse pressures from different stakeholders. Tensions can be met in different ways \textsuperscript{55}: As solving puzzles, where it is possible to find ‘the best’ optimal solution; as resolving dilemmas, making a choice which is ‘either-or’; or making trade-offs, where the optimal solution is found in the balance between the two pressures; but a fruitful way to approach a tension is to look at it as a paradox where the solution – by means of a dialectical approach – aims to “get the best of both worlds” in multiple innovative reconciliations.

**Tension 1: Consumption and Co-Production**

Taking a business perspective on the football club implies that the important customer group are attendees at matches generating gate takings and related sales. However, as has been shown, the situation is far more complex than for a “traditional” event producer. Some of the consumers are also owners of the business, by means of membership in the club and they together with others are co-producers of the total event that can be sold to the casual attendees.

The casual attendees can and should be treated as customers, including the understanding the hedonistic consumption patterns and the parameters affecting repeat purchase behaviour. The fanatics should also be treated as customers, but the recognition as fans involves a closer dialogue with these fans, where the question is not just about what the club can do to optimise the event for this customer group, but also how the club and the fanatics jointly can optimise the event for casuals. In terms of direct turnover, the fanatics might not be important from a revenue viewpoint but they are contributing so strongly to the atmosphere of the event that measures should be taken to facilitate their expression of fandom.

A typical segmentation of a customer population implies that the more you pay the more service you get. Fanatics are typically not the big spenders in the stadium, but they do contribute anyway by means of co-production. To recognise this, the club should consider measures to enhance the perceived relationship equity. The paradox to be resolved is that the same event is perceived radically different in different customer groups, and one of these customer groups is also co-producer of the event for the other group.

**Tension 2: Club Identity and Sponsorships**

In the postmodern era of football, sponsors play an important role for the financial performance of the club. This does not automatically imply that the club should get as many sponsors as possible, but rather an adequate portfolio of sponsors. The main target group for sponsors is the group of supporters being affectionate in various degrees to the club. This affection is quite closely related to the identity of the club and hence should the sponsor portfolio also be to a certain extent aligned to the identity of the
club. In the case of MFF, there are strong traditions of the working class and the local foundation in Scania. The paradox to be resolved is that on the one hand the club wants to attract sponsors who act logically rather than affectionately, and on the other hand the primary target group for the sponsors act affectionately.

**Tension 3: Supportership and Club Responsibility**

The strong support from the fanatic supporters is a dual edged sword. On the one hand, it empowers players on the pitch and creates a strong atmosphere in the stadium on match day. On the other hand, some expressions are considered as dysfunctional in relation to the norm system in society, and sometimes illegal. This typically leads to sanctions from clubs and a high level of dissatisfaction from the devoted supporters, since sanctions are often regarded as collective punishment as response to individual misbehaviour. The paradox to be resolved is that the club has to act responsibly in relation to the surrounding community, especially regarding issues that are closely related to the match event. At the same time, most of these issues are related to the expressions of supportership of fanatics, who are important for the creation of the total experience of the event.

**Tensions between Tensions**

Even though only three tensions have been highlighted, it becomes clear that the tensions are not isolated paradoxes, but they are in fact interrelated. This adds further to the wickedness of the problems with stakeholder management. Picture the following example: Given the misbehaviour of dysfunctional supporters, the Club chooses to introduce restrictions of some kind at the stadium on match day. This is a decision taking tension 3 into account. This decision will immediately have a connection to tension 1 as well as tension 2. If the affectionate supporters react strongly against the decision, because it is seen as collective punishment, will sponsors react to the fact that the Club is not treating their potential customers well? Furthermore, if the fanatics choose to be passive instead of active supporters during the event, how will that affect the experience for the casual event customers? The example is hypothetical, but the wickedness of the problem is real.

It can be concluded that the fanatic supporters constitute a very important stakeholder group, and they are a part of all three tensions. This does not mean that the interest of supporters should be met in all decisions, which would be to treat the tension as a dilemma, searching for the either-or solution.

**Implications for Management**

It has been shown that stakeholder relations for football clubs are indeed wicked problems. There are tensions between motives among different
stakeholders, and even if one of these tensions is resolved, it might be interconnected or in conflict with another identified tension. The suggestion for a solution is to use a dialectic approach, trying to get the best of two worlds. Mason and Mitroff present two major principles for decision making when confronted with wicked problems:

- The broad participation of affected stakeholders, directly and indirectly, in the decision process
- Decisions should be based on a wider spectrum of information gathered from a large number of diverse sources.

This should be considered for all major decisions that can have an impact on stakeholder relations. Forums for continuous dialogue with key stakeholders are essential, as well as a strong understanding of different stakeholders among directors and management of the club.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
As was stated in the section above, there are certain limitations with this study in terms of external validity beyond the case studied. In order to confirm the identified tensions, either a multiple case research design or a cross sectional survey design would contribute with more generalizable results. Furthermore, this study takes an approach to stakeholder relations with the football club as subject. The discussion also implies that a dialectal approach is needed to find solutions to the paradoxes embedded in the identified tensions. Future research could therefore study the relations from the perspective of both parties in order to be able to conclude on normative statements for concrete responses to stakeholder interests.
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